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Dear Friend of Living with Wolves,

It is our pleasure to deliver to you our Annual Report. We are thrilled to introduce a new 
booklet format, to highlight the important work that Living With Wolves has been engaged 
in over the past year—work that has been made possible by your support. 

We write today because of what we observed living with the Sawtooth Pack between 
1990-1996; an experience that changed the way we understand wolves. Although almost 
twenty years have passed since our project ended, what we learned remains just as 
poignant a message today as it was when the project began—wolves are social animals. 
They are complex, highly intelligent, caring, playful, and above all devoted to family. This 
is something Western culture recognizes in other animals like elephants and dolphins, 
but is hesitant to accept in wolves. 

We live in a culture that fears the wolf, and all too often condones its killing. Since much 
of this fear stems from misinformation and misunderstanding, we’ve made it our life’s 
work, and the mission of our nonprofit Living with Wolves, to educate the public about 
wolves’ social nature and to raise broad public awareness about this truth about wolves.

This year we have focused much of our energy toward educating children about wolves. 
We’ve given presentations at schools across the country. We are creating a special 
resources section for kids on our new and improved website. And through our partner-
ship with National Geographic, we’re producing an educator’s guide and a family guide 
designed to help teachers and parents introduce the topic of wolves in the classroom and 
at home. We are also writing a storybook for young children, who, as tomorrow’s leaders, 
we believe hold the key to wolves’ future. 

Much of what we have accomplished and hope to achieve for wolves depends on your 
support and involvement. We thank you for your continued commitment.

In these pages you will see highlights of what we have been able to do on behalf of 
wolves, because of you. The meaningful actions for wolves in this report give us hope 
for their future. While there is more work ahead, you should take pride in what you have 
helped us to make possible and what you have inspired for wolves in 2014. Thank you.

With sincere gratitude,

Jim and Jamie Dutcher
Founders, Living with Wolves
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 vote. Citizens are asked to vote  
 “no” on both Proposal 1 and 2 if  
 they want wolves protected   
 and returned to non-game status. 
 In August, lawmakers tried   
 to undermine voters by passing  
 another law that would allow 
 for future wolf hunts by   
 reauthorizing the unelected   
 National Resource Commission  
 to designate wolves as a game  
 species, but conservation groups  
 intend to sue and overturn that  
 law as unconstitutional. 

• In Wisconsin, efforts to ban the
 practice of using dogs to   
 hunt  wolves has been thwarted  
 by a Wisconsin appeals court  
 that ruled against banning this  
 practice. Dogs are released by  
 hunters to chase wolves. The  
 hunters trail far behind, as the dogs  
 run ahead tracking the scent of the  
 wolves. This practice puts both the  
 life of the dog and the wolf at risk.  
 Wisconsin is the only state to allow  
 the use of dogs to hunt wolves.  

• From 2009, when Idaho took  
 over management of its   
 wolves, through 2013, people  
 have killed at least 1,565   
 wolves, reducing the statewide  
 population for the last four years  
 in a row to just 659 wolves at 
 the end of last year. (For context,  
 Idaho is home to about 50,000  
 coyotes, 20,000 bears, and 2,500  
 mountain lions.) Also since 2009,  
 the number of breeding pairs has  
 dropped from 49 to 20.

• In January 2014, Idaho’s Governor  
 Butch Otter requested $2-million  
 in taxpayer money from the   
 legislature to form a “Wolf Control  
 Board” with the intent of   
 drastically reducing Idaho’s   
 already declining wolf population.  
 The legislature appropriated  
 $400,000 for 2014, with the intent  
 of fully funding the $2-million  
 over five years. No other state  
 has taken such extreme actions 
 to kill wolves. 

• Two proposals are on the   
 ballot this fall in Michigan to put  
 the legality of hunting wolves to a  

• A federal judge has placed 
 wolves back under the federal  
 protection of the Endangered  
 Species Act in Wyoming, taking  
 management out of the hands of  
 the state, until Wyoming can put 
 a responsible wolf management  
 plan in place. When Wyoming  
 managed its wolves, it labeled the  
 animal a predator killable-on-site  
 year round, without limit or need  
 for a license in 83% of the state. 

• California approved granting  
 protection for wolves under the  
 state’s Endangered Species Act 
 in June of 2014. Although   
 dispersers like OR-7 have been  
 documented in California, the  
 state currently contains no   
 resident wolf packs. 

• Oregon Congressman, Peter  
 DeFazio, sent a letter to Interior  
 Secretary Sally Jewell, asking  
 her to create buffer zones 
 around our national parks to  
 protect gray wolves that
  unknowingly leave the park.   
 Creating a buffer zone would  
 protect wolves from  state   
 regulations that allow hunters 
 and trappers to kill wolves, in  
 some instances without limit.

• The state of Montana has   
 proposed a “wolf stamp” to 
 help fund wolf-related programs  
 and allow non-hunters to   
 contribute to wolf conservation.  
 Currently, most funding for   
 game agency programs is raised  
 through hunting license fees. But  
 after running into resistance from  
 hunting groups, the stamp has 
 been postponed and will not be  
 offered this year.

Wolf News – A Year in Review

Important developments for 
wolves, and some new challenges



Turning Your Concerns into Effective Action

Our partnership with National Geographic 
allows us to reach out and inform thousands 
of people about the true nature of wolves, 
while countering rampant and widespread 
misinformation. 

Here’s how:

• Our Book, The Hidden Life   
 of Wolves, continues to be a hit  
 with audiences eager to learn  
 more about wolves. Our carefully  
 vetted, scientifically sound   
 information dispels both   
 old tales and current anti-  
 wolf hysteria, providing   
 thoughtful, easy to understand  
 analysis. Now in its second   
 printing, it has been translated  
 into numerous languages   
 including Norwegian, Japanese,  
 Italian and Korean!

• National Geographic Live!   
 Programs enable us to deliver  
 our multi-media presentations  
 to many thousands of people  

to bring about change for wolves. 
Public outreach and education are 
some of the best ways to change 
the world for wolves. Our recent 
presentations include:

Phoenix: the Dutchers delivered two 
presentations, each with audiences 
of over 1,200 people. Many of whom 
left eager to take action for wolves.

Seattle: Jim and Jamie filled 
Benaroya Symphony Hall five times 
over three days in sold-out events, 
with an amazing 12,000 people in 
attendance. Two of those events 
were exclusively for students and 
teachers. They also spoke at the 
Woodland Park Zoo, where they 

were greeted by a large group of 
educators, eager to find ways to 
integrate the truth about wolves into 
their school curriculums.

Chicago: Tickets for Jim and 
Jamie’s presentation at the 
Goodman Theatre sold out months 
in advance. While in Chicago, they 
shared the Living with Wolves 
multimedia program with 1,700 
students at Lane Tech College 
Prep high school. 

New York: The Dutchers gave a 
presentation at the PAVE Academy 
charter school in Brooklyn, where 
300 students were extremely 
excited to learn about wolves. 



Some Ideas For Teachers:  • Use social media in your classroom to share your message and pictures of your art projects.

 • Break the class into small groups to design group letters.

 • Have each student send a personal comment, even just a few sentences.

 • Post a YouTube video and/or send in video recorded comments from students. You could even    

  include a group howl at the end!
Art Projects! • Create a large hand-drawn mural saying you want wolves protected. Display it in your classroom  

  or in the halls of your school. Photograph the mural with all the students in front of it and send  

  pictures to the Secretary and/or mail the mural itself to Secretary Jewell.

 • Have an art project competition about amazing wolves with notes to the Secretary. Take photographs  

  of the projects or even with the students who made them. Send those photos to the address above.

Suggested talking points for emails, letters and videos: 

 • Withdraw the proposed rule because it is not based on “the best available science” as is required  

  by the Endangered Species Act. Listen to your scientific review panel.

 • Keep wolves protected so they have a chance to return to the habitat where they belong.  

  Wolves have not yet returned to most of the wild places within their historical range.

 • Let wolves fully recover so they can help bring stability and vitality to ecosystems that aren’t as 

  healthy  without them.
 • Science, not politics, should lead wolf management decisions.

YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS MUST ARRIVE BY MARCH 27

Mail letters to:  Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell   

 Department of the Interior 
 1849 C Street, N.W.  Washington DC 20240It is also very important to submit individual comments to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Every comment is counted. 
Go to this web address: http://www.regulations.gov/

Then enter this code in the search bar: FWS-HQ-ES-2013-0073-43030 and click “Comment Now!”

LIVING  WITH  WOLVES  •  BOX  896,  SUN  VALLEY,   IDAHO  83353  •  208/726-3987

Need more information and facts? 

Find Living with Wolves on Facebook or go to our website: www.livingwithwolves.org  

For any questions or assistance, contact us at livingwithwolves@cox.net                                           

Thank you!  Jim and Jamie Dutcher

Or email Secretary Jewell at: feedback@ios.doi.gov

Maximizing our Impact
Thanks to your generous support, 
Living with Wolves is gaining in 
stature and continues to be a leading 
source of education, collaboration and 
reliable information for our supporters, 
partners, press contacts, scientists 
working on wolf issues, and wildlife 
managers at all levels of government. 

Here are some examples:

Resolution passed for wolves:
We helped draft Resolution 14-022, 
designed to set the values of Wood 
River Valley apart from the brutal 
wolf management practices of 
the state of Idaho. We also spoke 
in support of the resolution at the 
Ketchum city council meeting where 
the resolution passed unanimously. 
It will soon be sent to Idaho’s 
Governor Butch Otter. 

Full-page newspaper ad in the 
heart of wolf country: We published 
a full-page ad over the busy Labor 
Day holiday, in the weekend edition 
of the Idaho Mountain Express. This 
provocative ad was written from the 
viewpoint of a wolf living in Idaho. 
Readers found it both powerful and 
educational, eliciting emotion yet 
remaining informative, impacting the 
hearts and minds of Idaho residents 
and visitors alike. 

Speak for Wolves Flyer: Knowing 
that Secretary of the Interior Sally 
Jewell is a Seattle native, we pre-
pared a full-color flyer for audience 
members at our presentation in 
Seattle, encouraging them to write 
to her and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service about the pending decision 
to remove wolves from the Endan-
gered Species List. The flyer was a 
take-away hit, and led to a huge and 
much-needed response. Encouraged 
by the feedback, we modified it for 
other venues.

Supporting a range rider: In order 
to keep both wolves and livestock 
alive, Living with Wolves sponsored 
a range rider program on a ranch 
on the eastern front of the Rocky 
Mountains in Montana. Increasing 
human presence around livestock 
has been proven to decrease 
conflicts with wolves.

Pacific Wolf Coalition: We have 
joined more than 35 organizations 
in the Pacific Wolf Coalition, 
seeking to re-establish wolves 
in the ecosystems of California, 
Oregon and Washington. We engage 
in numerous collaborative efforts, 
including writing letters and OpEds, 
attending and speaking at public 
hearings, participating in coalition 
meetings and monthly conference 
calls. 

ESA: We worked with former 
Senator John Tunney (a member 
of our Board of Directors and an 
author of and floor manager for the 
original Endangered Species Act 
of 1973) and Representative Pete 
McCloskey, a co-signer of the ESA, 
on a personal letter to Secretary 
Sally Jewell, urging her to retain the 
protection of wolves under the ESA, 
according to the authors’ original 
intent. 

As the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service’s hearings on ESA wolf 
delisting were taking place, we 
organized oral testimony from 
speakers at three of the five public 
hearings, in Washington, D.C.; 
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and 
Sacramento, California, with one 
common message: “withdraw the 
flawed proposed rule,” and continue 
to protect wolves under the ESA 
until recovery is complete. 

We actively participated in the 
public discussion that is leading to 
the protection for California wolves 
under the state ESA. Our Scientific 
Committee Advisory Board member 
and Pacific Regional Representative, 
Dr. Winston Thomas, spoke 
concisely and convincingly at the 
California public hearings in support 
of protecting wolves under the 
California Endangered Species Act.

An Idaho nonprofit, Living with Wolves dispels myths about wolves through education of the public, wildlife managers, 

and government officials. Sign up for our e-newsletters, e-news blasts and join us on Facebook!  

Jim and Jamie Dutcher, Founders, Living with Wolves
DATA SOURCED FROM STATE A ND FEDER A L GOVERNMENT PUBL ICAT IONS A ND COMMUNICAT IONS.

Learn more about wolves 
and how people and wolves can coexist at livingwithwolves.org

Many of you already know me in a lot of ways.  Is your 
dog sitting next to you? He came from me. All dogs, 
whether Chihuahua or Retriever, are direct descen-
dants of wolves. I’m not sure exactly how it happened, 
but sometime, long ago, wolves began living with and 
around people and the two decided to be friends.Not many of us live in Idaho. There were just 659 

of us here at the end of last year. I share Idaho with 
a lot of other animals—around 50,000 coyotes, 
107,000 elk, 20,000 bears, several hundred thousand 
deer and 2,500 mountain lions. 

There used to be more wolves here just a few years 
ago, but people are killing us. Since 2009, 1,177 of my 
kind have been killed in Idaho through a combination of 
recreational hunting, trapping and snaring. In that same 
period, government trappers and gunmen shooting from 
airplanes and helicopters killed another 402 of us. This 
is because once in a while wolves eat livestock. Other 
carnivores like mountain lions, bears, coyotes and even 
my closest cousin, the dog, all sometimes do this as well. Here in Idaho, cattle and sheep are on the open 

range for summer and fall, sharing the same land 
where carnivores live and hunt. When these animals 
(that are raised for people to eat) are left on the land 
untended and unguarded it becomes much easier 
for wild carnivores to eat them too.  

But it really doesn’t happen very often considering 
there are nearly 2.5 million cattle and sheep living here 
in Idaho. Last year, they say we ate 46 cattle and 413 
sheep. In response, the government killed 75 of us, 
using taxpayer money. We ate 1 of every 51,521 head 
of cattle living in Idaho last year and the government 
killed 1 per every 10 of us.  

Some people are beginning to guard their livestock 
more regularly and some of them are also modifying 
their operations and using different techniques that 
keep carnivores and livestock separated. This helps 
to keep both of us alive.

Living with W  lves

LIVING WITH W  LVES

livingwithwolves.org  +  Follow Living with Wolves on Facebook!

We usually eat elk and other wild animals. Some 
people say we will eat all the elk, but Idaho’s elk 
population (107,000) has been growing for the 
past several years. Even though we eat elk, they 
are doing very well. There are lots of elk.

Hunting is dangerous for us.  We can easily get kicked 
or gored by an elk. We die that way too. So we tend 
to hunt the animals that are easiest, like the sick, old, 
weak, and young. My family and I together are strong 
enough to kill a big bull elk, but usually we fi nd one 
that is easier to kill. This way we actually help keep 
the elk herds strong, healthy and free of disease.  There are other ways we help wild animals and 

the land they live on. By chasing elk when we 
hunt, elk have learned to keep moving. They 
don’t stay in one spot eating all the vegetation. 
In places, especially around streams, this has 
allowed trees and bushes to come back which 
helps out a lot of other animals, even the song-
birds who like to nest there.

We bring coyote numbers down because we compete 
for some of the same territory and some of the same 
food. But we don’t eat as many small rodents as 
coyotes do. More rodents mean more food for hawks, 
owls and foxes. And when we kill a big animal, like an 
elk, there are leftovers that are eaten by all kinds of 
scavengers like eagles, ravens, and even coyotes.That’s not all I have to tell you. People don’t eat 

wolves, yet some of them still want to kill me. I 
don’t know why. Last year hunters and trappers 
killed nearly 1 out of every 2 of us Idaho wolves. 

There is even a place in Idaho where people enter 
a wolf killing derby to kill as many of us as they 
can. When you live in a pack, working and living 
together as a tightly-knit team with your parents, 
brothers, sisters, aunts and uncles, that’s a lot of 
family members to lose every year. In fact, most of 
the wolf families in Idaho have been shattered since 
hunting and trapping began. Some packs try to 
rebuild every spring with a new litter of pups, but 
then hunting and trapping season starts again.This year Idaho’s governor asked for $2 million of 

taxpayer money to kill many more of us over the next 
several years. He has already been given a portion of 
the funding to start this program. He says our population 
is “burgeoning” and “still growing” even though Idaho’s 
own offi cial numbers show the opposite to be true. Wolf 
populations in Idaho have been steadily decreasing over 
the past four years. 

Now that you know more about me, please help 
others understand me better. I am neither saint nor 
sinner. I am just a wolf trying to survive in Idaho.

I am a gray wolf.I’ve always 
lived here. 
Idaho is 
my home.

I was gone 
for a while, exterminated, but the people 

of America 
wanted us 

back so we were brought back home. But I’m still not safe here.

STUDENTS
FOR WOLVES!

The future of wolves, 

wildlife and wild spaces 

is in your hands.

Be the voice, speak 

for the wolves. 

Make a difference!

The ESA is an important law that says that “the best available  

science” must be followed in decisions like this one. Many  

people have asked Secretary Jewell NOT to remove protection 

from wolves. She replied that she had no choice because, “It’s 

about science, and you have to do what science says.” That was 

before the scientific review was in. Well, the science is in now: 

All the scientists that were asked to review the proposal agreed 

and said, the “rule does not currently represent the best 

available science.” But the USFWS has still not withdrawn their 

proposal! This is YOUR chance to tell Secretary Jewell and 

the USFWS what you think about this proposal to remove 

protections and abandon wolf recovery.

HERE’S HOW!

Secretary Jewell is getting a lot of pressure from the other side  

(agriculture and hunting interests) and she needs to hear from people 

who want wolves protected so they can return to the ecosystems  

that need them. Unless she hears from every one of us, there is no  

guarantee Secretary Jewell will do the right thing.  

Ask Secretary Jewell to keep her word and 

“do what the science says”  

by withdrawing this flawed plan.  

Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has a decision to make.  

She has been asked by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to remove all Endangered Species Act 

(ESA) protections from wolves across the country. 

This is YOUR chance 

to tell Secretary Jewell and the 

USFWS what you think about 

this proposal to remove 

protections and 

abandon wolf 

recovery.
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• Raise public awareness and encourage reform of agencies like the  
 USDA’s Wildlife Services.

• Cover breaking news stories.

• Share scientific research. 

• Rally supporters to speak at public hearings, sign petitions and write  
 government officials.

• Promote the work of our advisory board and coalition members.

We’re experiencing exponential growth on our Facebook page, driven by 
our multimedia programming, our messaging work and Jim and Jamie’s 
educational presentations. Highlights of this growth include; a weekly reach  
of close to 1,008,000 individuals and our “Likes” increasing to over 600,000. 

We utilize Facebook to:

Social Media at Work for Wolves

• A storybook for children
 Our children’s book, A Friend
  for Lakota, will be published
  in partnership with National
  Geographic in the fall 2015.

• An Online Educator’s Guide 
 An educational resource   
 about wolves for K-12 students
 developed in collaboration with  
 National Geographic that   
 includes: information, maps and
 activities to help teachers
 introduce the high-interest topic
 of wolves into their classrooms.
 And there is another family 
 version just for parents and 
 caregivers to share with 
 their children. Available at 
 www.NatGeoEd.org/wolves and
 at www.livingwithwolves.org.

• Upcoming Presentations
 Jim and Jamie have a busy  
 schedule this upcoming year.  
 They are scheduled to give their  
 popular National Georgraphic  
 Live! presentation at both the  
 University of California, Santa  
 Barbara, and at the Kauffman  
 Center in Kansas City, Missouri.  
 They will also be presenting at  
 the Southeast Wildlife Exposition  
 in Charleston, South Carolina!

What Are We Working on Now?

A new website! 
We are pleased to announce 
our soon-to-be-launched 
new website!
 
•  See wolves as never before

•  Expanded learning for students

•  New discoveries on wolves and  
 ecosystems

•  How wolves and livestock can  
 coexist

•  Explore the social lives of wolves

•  Understand the political wolf  
 issues

•  Rarely seen Sawtooth Pack 
 photos

•  And much more….plus how you  
 can help

 Explore our new website at 
 www.livingwithwolves.org.
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Working on Your Behalf
None of this would be happening without you, and your 
trust in us to spread your message about wolves with 
passion and commitment. 

Every member of our Board of Directors joins you 
in contributing personally to Living with Wolves, both 
financially, and in outreach to other donors and by 
initiating official contacts, all of great importance to 
our work.

It is your belief in Living with Wolves, that allows 
us to take the effective steps that directly address 
your concerns and our shared goals. Through careful 
planning, and imaginative outreach, we ensure that your 
involvement and investment will help create a world 
where people and wolves can share the same land. 
Thank you. 


